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Achieving Economies of
Scale in Network

Management
By  D rew  R obb

Economies of scale now make it possible for small- and medium-
sized companies to realize the benefits of network management.
Learn how one service provider took advantage of current
technologies to bring cost-effective network management to
its clientele.

AUTOMATION
has brought rapid change to the
field of network management.

Previously, network management was limited to those enterprises that
could afford a full-scale management framework along with a team of
experts to run it. Today, automation and economies of scale now also
make it possible to bring the benefits of network management to small-
and medium-sized companies.

In this article, we use the example of the technologies and pro-
cedures utilized by one service provider in order to bring cost-
effective network management to its small business and mid-sized
clientele.

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

MBD Network Services, LLC (MBD) in Dallas, Texas, provides
network management services to sixty firms ranging in size from a
handful up to about 150 end users. MBD’s 18 technical staff provides
planning, budgeting, installation, management, documentation and
disaster recovery to companies with up to 150 workstations. These
firms need state-of-the-art technology for their employees, but they are
not large enough to have a highly specialized support staff. The IT staff
in such firms typically is wrapped up in addressing immediate user
problems and does not have the time to keep up to date on and
implement the latest network technology.

MBD’s principal product is outsourced network administration,
which accounts for about seventy percent of the company’s revenue.
However, it operates a bit differently than other management service
providers (MSPs) who remotely monitor networks and then send
someone on site as necessary to address a problem.

“That MSP model doesn’t work well for small businesses, so we
instead schedule regular onsite maintenance,” explains Jim
Lancaster, MBD’s president. “Our technicians go on site and drag the
problems out of them, rather than expecting them to report a problem
to us.”

ALL TOGETHER NOW

The key to keeping management costs down is keeping things simple
and repeatable. This means finding and meeting the core business
needs instead of chasing after all the latest technology.

“The business needs were addressed by software vendors years ago,”
explains Lancaster. “People use only five percent of the features in
Microsoft Word, and they rarely need GPS-enabled Palm Pilots. Until
network administrators back away from ‘geek toy of the week’ men-
tality, small businesses will be frustrated.”

The first thing MDB did, therefore, was to identify the important
features that customers really needed to support their business opera-
tions. The service provider settled on three essential items: secure and
reliable Internet access, e-mail, and a centralized place to store data,
which is backed up nightly and secure from viruses.

“We try to get them to focus on these three things,” says Lancaster.
“If we nail these down, our clients will be happy, so then the question
becomes, ‘How do we do that?’”

However, the solution was not to hire technical staff who could
devise custom solutions to meet the clients’ needs. That approach may
work in larger enterprises. Nevertheless, in small- and even many mid-
sized shops it would be too expensive and time consuming. Lancaster,
therefore, turned to his early days as an accountant working for what is
now Ernst & Young. The way a new auditor there would learn his job
was by doing a series of checklists for each step of performing a full
audit. After a few years, the auditor would be competently able to audit
a corporate balance sheet. He applied the same system to training net-
work administrators. He distilled the best practices from out of his
senior engineers and created a checklist for all his employees to follow
to ensure that nothing slipped through the cracks.

“99 percent of network admins are self taught, but even if they go to
MCSE school or CNE school, they still never learn a systematic approach
to administering the network,” he says. “In order to standardizeproduct
delivery and ensure quality control, we developed a checklist system
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framework to train young engineers. The old hands use it as well, since
even the best admins can forget things.”

The procedures start with the initial network documentation. “The
problem most net admins are confronted with when asked to diagram a
network is that the network gives them far more information than they
could ever digest, use or organize,” says Lancaster.

MBD developed a standard set of documents that apply to all clients,
large or small. The network documentation is broken down into two
types—the static configuration of the network and procedural information
such as how to set up baseline workstation. The documents are
designed to provide the essential—but not too much—information so
that the information is easy to keep current.

“We’ve tried to strike a balance between completeness and main-
tainability,” says Lancaster, “since it is no good if it is out of date.”

MANAGEMENT MODEL

In setting up these checklists, as well as in selecting the hardware
and software described later, which is used to manage client networks,
MDB searched for some type of industry-standard procedures to follow.
As an accountant, Lancaster was used to following the Generally
Accepted Accounting Procedures (GAAP) published by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (accounting.rutgers.edu/raw/fasb/) which
dictate the way that companies prepare their financial statements. Other
professions, including attorneys, architects, engineers, and doctors
have similar codes and standards to guide their conduct, whether these
standards are established by law or simply result from the agreement of
members of their trade organizations.

IT, on the other hand, has thousands of standards precisely defining
the characteristics of hardware and software to ensure interoperability.
However, it lacks any firmly established code of conduct that estab-
lishes what entails an adequate “standard of care.”

MDB wound up structuring operations around the International
Telecommunications Union’s FCAPS model (www.itu.int/rec/recom-
mendation.asp?type=items&lang=e&parent=T-REC-M.3400-200002-I).
Although originally designed for the management of telecommunications
networks, it also provides a good framework for managing data networks.
FCAPS consists of five levels:

Fault Management -This level consists of detecting and correcting
any errors. It includes any type of error reporting and logging, testing,
root cause analysis, alarm handling and network recovery activities.

Configuration Management - The C-level includes network
monitoring and control, including inventory, adding or removing
hardware or software, backup and restore, device configuration and
change management.

Accounting Management -Tools at this level provide the informa-
tion on resource utilization needed by companies which bill customers
or business units for use of IT services.

Performance Management -At this level, administrators track the per-
formance of components, devices or services, generate reports, identify
and handle bottlenecks, analyze historical data, and plan for future needs.

Security Management -The final level consists of anything done to
control the level of access to the system and its information, including
password control, intrusion detection systems, firewalls, anti-virus soft-
ware, maintaining access logs and limiting physical access.

An alternative system that many administrators use instead of
FCAPS is contained in the publications of the Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) system from the British government’s Office

of Government Commerce (www.ogc.gov.uk/index.asp?id=1000367).
The system is laid out in a series of volumes each of which presents
best practices in a particular area of IT management. The number of
volumes has ranged over the years from 40 down to two. The current
version consists of seven volumes.

Lancaster, though, believes that FCAPS provides a good grounding in
the basic functions that every network administrator should know and
use. Nevertheless, whichever system they use, they must concentrate on
the essential items rather than looking for the latest and piece of tech-
nology to put in place, especially when dealing with smaller firms.

BLACK BOXES

In addition to using FCAPS in its delivery service model, MDB also
structured its network management software choices off that standard.
To simplify matters and reduce the amount of customization needed at
each site, the management software resides on a separate box rather
than one of the client’s servers. These “black boxes” consist of Dell
Corporation Optiplex workstations, running Windows 2000 and loaded
with the suite of management tools that MDB assembled over the
years. This software monitors the health of the network and systems,
reporting the data back to MBD’s Network Operations Center (NOC).
Whenever possible, Lancaster goes with open source tools so he can
customize the software to meet his exact needs.

“The open source movement has been a huge benefit to us,” he says.
“Fifty percent of our new installations are Linux.”

Since all the management software is standardized and on a separate
box, it makes it simpler to keep everything updated. Rather than hav-
ing to test the software on each client’s network to make sure nothing
crashes, it only needs to be tested once. This standardization also
makes it possible to pull the data from all the clients’ networks into a
singe console at the NOC where admins keep an eye on it.

Lancaster has all the black boxes set to push the data from the client
sites rather than having the management console pull the data. “Most
of the big frameworks that are in use with an MSP use pull technology
and require a virtual private network (VPN) or direct connection to
each client,” Lancaster explains. “In small networks, that is not a secure
way to operate, and it is a headache to manage.”

MBD loads the black boxes with a mySQL database and software for
managing event logs, virus protection and firewall events, as well as net-
work management tools. To centrally manage all the Windows NT/2000
event logs, MBD uses three tools from Adiscon GmbH (Erftstadt,
Germany)—EventReporter, WinSysLog and MoniLog—to manage the
Windows Event Logs. EventReporter sits on the black boxes and for-
wards all Errors, Warnings and Failure Audits to a WinSysLog server in
the NOC, which aggregates all the data. MBD also uses MoniLog to
produce a daily summary of each client’s log entries.

The black boxes contain firewalls and antivirus software. The fire-
walls are typically Firebox System from WatchGuard Technologies,
Inc. (Seattle, WA). MBD recommends that its clients use Symantec
Corporation’s (Cupertino, CA) Anti-Virus Corporate Edition. For those
who do, the black box contains a copy of Symantec System Center, the
control console for the security product.

Lancaster also wrote several custom tools, including Perl scripts,
which generate reports on server, switch and UPS status. In addition,
the boxes contain a custom-built routine to e-mailthe backup logs
from all tape drives to the NOC. This lets MBD personnel verify that
all daily backups are completed as scheduled.
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“The only way you can tell if the backup
was successful or not is by reading the log,”
Lancaster explains. “The subject line on the
e-mail may say that it failed, but the only
problem is that one file which was open wasn’t
backed up.”

THE BIG PICTURE

As well as software at client sites, MBD
needed tools at its NOC to aggregate and
manage all the data coming from its customers.
Although MBD manages networks with thou-
sands of combined users, since each network
is small, a large management framework
would be overkill.

“We’ve never been in the market for a
comprehensive system like Tivoli,” says
Lancaster. “They are very expensive and are
massive overkill for a client with two servers
and 25 desktops.”

Instead, MDB has been assembling what it
needs one piece at a time. Familiarity with Perl
and other open source software led Lancaster to
WhatsUp Gold from Ipswitch, Inc. (Lexington,
MA). WhatsUp Gold scans the router tables of
the network and creates hierarchical maps show-
ing all the devices. It monitors the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) param-
eters on these devices and sends alerts when
administrator-defined thresholds are exceeded.

WhatsUp Gold gave MBD current informa-
tion on network status, but the company wanted
to be able to view the data over time. This led
him to the implementation of Denika
Performance Trender from Somix Technologies,
Inc. (Sanford, ME). Denika works with
WhatsUp Gold, but automates the generation
of daily, weekly, monthly and yearly historical
tracking reports on items such as bandwidth
consumption, disk space, and CPU and mem-
ory utilization.

“We follow the FCAPS network manage-
ment model,” says Lancaster. “WhatsUp Gold
addresses fault, and Denika is the performance
piece, giving us the trends over time.”

Since MDB was satisfied with the way
Denika performed, the company added
Somix’s full network management suite for
service providers, called WebNM xSP. This
product incorporates many open source tools
and includes modules for help desk, hardware
and software inventorying, Web cam and envi-
ronmental monitoring.

“There is a bewildering amount of manage-
ment technology available, but they are not
necessary for small or medium businesses,”
Lancaster says. “The fundamentals are what

we have found to be most important. We find
that a combination of open source and inex-
pensive network management tools delivers
the levels of service we need for our clients in
the most cost effective manner.”  

Originally from Scotland, NaSPA member Drew
Robb is a full-time freelance writer living in Los
Angeles. He specializes in technology and engi-
neering and has had hundreds of articles pub-
lished over the last few years. He is also the author
of a book on Disk Management which is due out
in the Fall.
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